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New Paltz Central School District Board of Education
Statement of Support for Transgender Community
At its November 14, 2018 meeting, The New Paltz Central School District approved
the following statement in support of the New Paltz Transgender Community:
The New Paltz Central School District Affirms Support of our Transgender
Community
The New Paltz Central School District Board of Education affirms its commitment to equal
justice through our unwavering support and insurance of equal dignity for the transgender
members of our District and the wider community. The Board’s authority to make this
statement is derived from the District’s mission1 and our sworn oaths to uphold the
Constitution of the United States of America. The New Paltz Central School District’s
commitment to the whole child demands that we honor each student on their terms and in
the context of the rich plurality of our community.
The Board considers any effort by the Federal government to infringe upon transgender
rights to be unethical, immoral, and antithetical to the guiding principles of the United States
Constitution2.
A recent memo from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) claims to define
gender in an artificially narrow and ideological manner by stating: “[s]ex means a person’s
status as male or female based on immutable biological traits identifiable by or before
birth”3. A proper recognition of gender would recognize the growing body of scientific
evidence4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 that supports the non-binary nature of gender and biological
underpinnings of transgender and gender diverse identities.

Transgender people experience disproportionately high rates of discrimination12, which
underscores the importance of recognizing their personhood, supporting their mental
health, and maintaining their access to justice. Transgender students experience high
rates of physical and sexual assault, are 9 times more likely than cisgender students to
attempt suicide, and report reluctance to seek mental health care due to their gender
identity13. If the Federal government effectively strips Title IX of transgender protection
the District will leverage State law or local policies to maintain equal dignity for all
members of our community. Legislation that targets individuals from one of our most
vulnerable populations is cruel, reckless, and immoral. The District will continue to adopt
policies and implement practices that honor and celebrate the equal dignity of all persons -- especially
transgender people who face specific and statistically disproportionate risk14.
The foundations of support for equal dignity for transgender people in the United States trace back to the
Enlightenment period which recognized that all persons, by their very nature are “ends in themselves (i.e., as
not to be used merely as means)—which makes such a being an object of respect”15. That all persons are

endowed with inherent rights, value, and equal dignity was articulated by the Declaration of Independence16,
enshrined in the Constitution17, and further strengthened and protected by the 9th18 and 14th19 amendments.
Throughout this nation’s history, our society and laws have sought and found specious methods and spurious
justifications to deny specific classes of Americans their inherent rights. Our collective moral conscience and
our commitment to the US Constitution demand that we resolutely affirm the dignity of transgender members of
our school community.
The District recognizes that full equality and dignity for all is an ongoing process that can - and must - only
move forward.
With liberty and justice for all,
Michael O’Donnell, President
Sophia Skiles, Vice President
Diana Armstead
Glenn LaPolt
Kathy Preston
Teresa Thompson
Matthew Williams
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